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Thalians prepare for three Chekov plays
Whywould someone who is qg years of age start taking classes
again? Judy Koerselman replied, "I was bored to death." She
is presently taking Dutch and German to "learn the pure forms
of the languages, These languages have changed so much they
aren't the same as they were years ago." She loves school
and studies no later than 10:30 pm ,
SOme of the other activities that keep Judy busy are looking
after her husband, the house, crewel work, plants, as well as
Ladies' Aid and Mission Circle in church.
While visiting in her home, I found that Judy, better known to
some as Oma, is very easy to talk to.' She told me a little a-
bout her life. "About 4 months ago, I llterally died. The doc-
tors could find none of my vital signs. Now God had a reason
for my coming back. I'm not sure what that is but because of
my illness 1do know that 1want to bring a little bit of happiness
into this world." She sat back in her chair and proceeded to
tell me some of her plans for the near future including how she
will put some happiness into the llves of some of the people here.
Oma leaned forward, looked at me, and said, "NoWI'm going_
to critic!zeyoukids a bit.- You kids are afraid. You're afraid
to walk arm in arm down the street and sing your songs. You
should do that, Enjoy life!" We talked about life, college, the
old days, . ,.
For Oma, "The day I quit learning is the day 1want to die. "
Enrollment Figures
1976-1977
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Total
1975-1976
382
254
195
157
1001
336
288
185
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
The 1976-77 statistics include 60 students who either trans-
ferred or ~eturned to Dor'dt after a year or more of absence ...
Geographical Distribution North Carolina
2
Arizona 10 North Dakota
5
California 50 Oregon
4
Colorado 33 Pennsylvania
9
Connecticut 1 South Dakota
39
Florida 8 Utah
1
Idalio 2 Tennessee
I"
Illinois 32 Virginia- 1
Indiana 17 Washington 59
Iowa 288 Wisconsin 47
Kansas 7
"Massachusetts 3 Alberta 67
Michigan 46 British Columbia 60
MiImesota 88 Maniteba 13
Mississippi 6 Ontario 50
Missouri 3 Quebec
1
Montana 14 Prince Edward Island
1
Nebraska 9 Saskatchewan 2
New Jersey 11
New Mexico 3 Honduras
2
New York 5 Japan
1
Dordt's Thalians will pre-
sent three one -act plays at Te .
Paske Theatre on October 14,
IS, and l6at 8:00 p. m. Writ-
.ten by the Russian -born
Chekov, the plays plainly pro-
ject his ageless genius.
Dennis De Groot is directing
and acting in The Marriage.
Proposal, a Chekov classic a-
bout Chubokov Stepanovna, a
Russian landowner who wants
to marry off his oldest daugh-
ter. Michael VanDyke, as
Lomov , is the unfortunate
suitor who comes to call on
Natala, played by jaci De jong.
The two explode into a brawl
about a piece of land both
claim. Poor Lomov is strtck-'
en with a heart attack but man-
ages to grab his hat and stag-
ger out the door. And that's
only the beginning.
Dennis finds it difficult and
challenging te act and direct
with 0b j e c t i v i t y. He sees
C-hekovas a lover of wild, non-
sensical arguments. His char-
acters are simple, straight-
forward, funny and entirely
human. Dennis says the com-
edy is light, but there's an un-
derlying depth. In The Mar-
riage Proposal, Chekov makes
a social comment on the so-
called upper crust of his day.
Dennis said about drama, "I
think it's good that Dordt is do-
ing some theatre, although it's
token. L'd like to see more
emphasis placed on fine arts,
specifically theatre. And I
think we're where we are. due
te Koldenhoven's efforts.
We've come to a point where
wet11 either make it' or break
. it. • . If Dordt can justify do-
ing any plays, it should be a-
b1e te justify a larger theatre
department. "
Evert Van Ee will direct
and act in The Boer, a lusty
comedy written in 1888 about
the volcano diat erupts when
an unsuspecting creditor tries
to collect from Mrs. Popov, a
gutsy woman dedicated to wid-
"owhood. Joanne Feenstra is
Mrs. Popov, Martin Gelder-
man is Sluka, the servant and
Evert is Smirnov, the Boer.
Evert sees the playas a "nice
analysis of Ru s s ian aristoc-
racy. " It satirizes the absur-
dity of people in love, and the
foolishness of all people. Its
still-fresh dialogue "twists hi-
lariously. Interestingly, the
play foreshadows our own age
of women's lib. But mostly
The Boer entertains and does
it well.
Evert says, "Love is like a
stream; sometimes it flows
and sometimes it dries up...
Les Top is directing The
Anniversary, a comedy farce
CIrca 1890 about proud 'blinker
Shipuchm, antic!patingthe an-
niversary of his bank take-
over. A reception committee
is coming te honor him and
the bank must Iook its best,
but Bill Richards, as Shipuch!n,
is having a bad day, and it
grows worse. His clerk Hirin,
played by Bruce Hibma, is la-
boring over his receipts when
the banker's cuckoo-bird wife,
TItiana strolls in. The con-
fusion.mounts as mad Madame
Marchutkin strides inte the
bank to demand the money
she 's certain it owes her.
Kim Venhnizen is Tttiana :
Mary Vander Ploeg the addled
Madame Marchutkin.
Les says he's enjoying tfie
challenge of his first direct-
ing effort although it's an awe-
some responsibility. "You
have to know every ·character
instead of just your own. "
Les likes Chekov, He.writes
simple - - not heavy-handed
about people. "Chekov uses a
feather to make a point in-
stead of beating you over the
head with it. "
In Anniversary, Les thinks
the' playwright takes a poke at
people's faults and human
frailties, but his underlying
aim is_entertainment.
Les stated, "Drama at Dordt
needs work. I've seen some
of the most talented people
either graduate or quit. They
just give up. To keep drama
alive here, students will have
to get into it. I can't stress
that enough. "
Tiekets are available at the
bookstore from 1:00 to 4:00.
They are als 0 available at the
switchboard and at the door.
The curtain rises at 8:00p.m,
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The other day, I was joking around with abunch of friends. We talked
about the way people had always made theolpgy the queen of the ~ciences.
We also talked about the fact that philosophy was taking over. Everyone
talks about philosophically approaching this or that,. Everyone .sees the need
for an overview. Everyone uses the terms .. and everyone likes to act like
they know the schools of thought. I see the importance of overview, but I
don't think philosophy would ever make a very good queen. In fact, I don't
think anyone science can take that ''leading role". They all have their
place, I believe.
But, on the other hand, if there ever was to be an election for the queen
of the science, I know that I would be the first to nominate Miss Communi-
cations- Sheisveryforgotten anda misplaced science who is finally getting
a bit of attention among some people. I honestly believe that if we keep ig-
noringtheart of communicating, and if we fail to make that art our top pri-
ority, everything else we engage in will fail. To fail in this nomination
would be fatal to our continuation as a community, if that's what we are.
Let me explain. I'm not talking about the wordiness you hear around here.
I'm not getting at those who don't even try to under-stand some of the terms
and concepts we use around here. We'll always have those too. 1"hese are
places where we've forgotten communication I but these are not themost
serious cases.
There is a disgusting amount of back doors on campus. It seems the
architects of many personalities have built an excessive number of exits and
entrances from the back way. Whenever a student gets sick of aprofessors
methods, he goes to Ribbens. Whenever a person bumps into and stumbles
over his neighbor's or room-mate's mistake, he refuses to stand up and
brush himself off, but instead continues to l:Iiga hole until he's out of the
jsight of the particular person and in a crowd that wiflaccept his personal
complaint. .
The same gutless attitude creeps into administration, faculty and students
alike. We're so busy going through the back doors, we often grow weary
because of the extra, painful travelling involved.
We're caught up in committees, memos and bureaucratic red tape. 'We
need many of these things to keep a school functioning, but So many times,
this year especially, I have seen people move in one direction Without talk-
ingtothe most crucial people involved in the issue. I have seen people hurt
because they happened to pick up something which had crept in out of Some-
one's back door. I have seen people go to tie "tap" with a complaint with-
out ever constdering true communication in the process of solving the pro-
blem.
Committees are not the only places to discuss issues. ,In fact, they're
often the worst place. Rev. Hulst would JUStas soon see more people goto
the person who's truly involved rather than bogging downhis schedule. And
the way we do everything in this place would be so much easier if we trav-
elled through therightdoors. Communication!s the vehicle we need. And
if we aren't going to move that way now, we might as well forget about
catching the truth later.
by Jack Mouw
One of the more insane ironies of Dordt College life, and one that effects
me existentially, is the physical education requirements for graduation. In
case you haven't read your college catalog carefully yet, you should know
that each student, in order to graduate, must take P. E. 10 and then three
activity courses. There is a rationale behind this, of course. Last year
the student forum or some similarly august assembly hashed this allover
and decided that, since all of life is religious, the college should train the
whole man, or something like that. I have nothing against a little physical
exercise in its place, butwhy should an academic institution force some poor
bumbling intellectual to bash a little ball around a tennis court or trip over
himself on a soccer field when he would rather be puzzling over Husser! 's
notion of Pure Consciousness ?
The physical education requirement wouldo't look so bad if Dordt used its
total authority to promote other more worthwhile jhings . But a further read-
ing of the catalog reveals woeful deficiencies. The most glaring is the phil-
osophy requirement, or I should say the lack of a philosophy requirement.
, It is possible, believe it or not, to graduate from Dordt without ever having
taken a philosophy course. This has even become a source of pride for some
people. I ones heard the man who was last year's student forum president
brag that he had never taken a philosophy course. How foresightful of him:
Nowhe can study theology without having to bother about the question of what
theology actually is. It's so much simpler that way.
I mentioned Dordt's total authority .. You may wonder how this squares
with the Principle of sphere sovereignty, in which each sphere of Iife has
authority only within its own sphere. Sphere sovereignty does not hold for
Dordt College, which is a total institution, with authority not only in academic
matters , but also in such things as church attendance and curfew. Dordt
College operates on the basis of in loco Eentis, which means that it takes
the place of your parents. One of Dordt s main functions is to keep an eye
on the immature kids who graduate from high school and don't feel like
working. Some mature in one year, 'others in two, and then some of us
need all four years to reach maturity. We are the benighted few who grad-
uate.
The little green booklet you received in the mail this summer, 'The Def-
ender, " is the embodiment of Dordt's parental attitude. "The Defender" is
not a definitive statement of what the normative college life should be like.
It has in fact changed in the last few years. Dordt College seems to be get-
'ting more progressive, now that it has reached the age of accountability.
For example, the paragraph in "The Defender" forbidding "long hair and
shaggy beards" has been dropped. Now we are free to decide for ourselves
when the length of our hair is offending "the community". The people who
write "The Defender" took another step toward reality when they recognized
the cheating in the classroom. Before it seemed necessary to maintain the
myth of the "Dordt student", the clean -cut little fellow whose idea of
a night on the town was going to the SUBfor an ice cream cone, and didn't
knowwhat cheating was. Of course the faculty is still informed when a stu-
dent is placed on behavioral probation by the Student Discipline Committee.
It doesn't affect their evaluation of us; its just good that they know about our
secret vices.
The ridiculous rules Dordt supposedly enforces.are not a problem in them-
selves; they are only symptoms of some deeper malady. In loco parentis
is a villain, but it serves as a necessary stopgap to a rotten situation. 'the
situation is this: Dordt needs a certain number of students to operate, and
to reach that number it has to accept every rational animal that applies for
admission. Dordt can't just turn over North Hall to the hoodlums and say,
"Here you go, kids. You're supposed to be mature now. Have fun." The
dormitories have to last a few years yet.
So we need to take one step back and see where Dordt students come from.
It is quickly evident that one ofDordt' s biggest obstacles is the decadent state
of many "Christian Reformed" communities. Students come out of Christian
High Schools without a shred of an idea of what being Christian is all about.
But that should be the topic for a separate article.
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The Diamond is publis~d by students at Dordt Cclfege , These
students are part of a wider Christian community which looks to
Jesus Christ as the Troth. We are striving to develop journalism
which proclaims the Lordship of Christ. Individual opi~ons will
VFlry, but we hope that the communication of these opinions will
stimulate growth in the Christian community.
Writl!rs: Sue Bulthuis, l!ditoIJ Marj De Broyn, Sally K.uipers, Ruth Meima, Kl!lly
Tten, jane Tuininga, SUl!Van Hofwegen, Kathy Vis, Dorann Williams,
Cl!C Van Nil!jl!nhuisJ sports editor, Ocrde Vlfeg
Typists: Nelly Hezeu, editor, Bonnie Abma, Sandra Elgersma, Wiena Cecenewcld,
Joyce HaasdykJ Dcrenda Rocs , Joyce Tjarks, J~ Tuininga, Mary-Ann
Van Nooed
layout workers: Myra Ekdom, editor, Liz EsseUnk, .Wil!DaCroen~wo1dJ Dave .
Groenl!nboom, Sara HoefliDger, Stan Kruis, Doreen Prins, Wendy Stienstra
Jau Tuininga
Artists: Liz EsselinkJ Gerald Folkerts, Jan Van Milligan
Treasurer: Hal Alrum
Advisors: Jack Vanden Berg, Mike Vanden Bosch
Editor: Vern Van Hofwegen
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bs plan fair for Tuesday night
annual Club Fair will be held Tuesday evening in West
ODS,beginning at 7:30. The various clubs represented on
campus will have displays introducing students to their
s and activities. Donuts and apple cider will be served.
sem Club president, Tom Dykstra: sees the
"as a good oppnrtunity for fellowship for all
ts Inte rested in theology." He states that
speakers are very relevant to present-day
.cal questions ...
club has already had one meeting at which
Vanden Heuval , minister of Sioux Center
I Christian Reformed Church, spoke. They
ose theology professor james De long for
faculty adviser.
stresses that students of all majors are
me to any of the meetings. He said they are
Ding their topics and.trying to open up to
eologymajors, not just pre-sem students."
ln Steen, pastor of the Sioux Center
t Christian Reformed Church, will speak
CSand the Word ofGod" at their next meeting
oher.
Business Club supplements classroom learn-
lth practical applications of business princi-
It tries to encourage business students at
to consider Christian business ethics.
president Donna Bandstra would like "the
ss students to develop mutual interests in the
of business and economics." To learn more
the practical aspects of business, the mern-
go on field trips. This year they hope to go to
City's Belle Telephone Co. , and also get a
of an insurance company. In doing so, the ~
rs see the internal structure of a business
can judge it from a Christian perspective. At
s the club will host} guest speaker who will
e on business theones.
re are a variety of activities the members
.cipate in. At the beginning of each semes-
the club has a book swap, where students can.
their unused books or pick up books they 'might
needing. They sell flowers for the banquets,
they have their own banquet in the spring. New
rs are always welcome,
i-lappa-Sigma
.-Kappa -Sigma is designed for everyone inter-
red in education although their meetings are open
all students. President Dawn Heertnga says the
"wantsto give kids insights into education that
y don't get in the classroom. "Last year's activ-
s included audiovisual workshops. a lecture on
unselling, a panel discussion presented by student-
chers , andalecture pertaining to special educa-
wn said that the club tries to ''balance the
etings between the different areas of education
oughsome meetings have a tendency to be geared
wardeither elementary or secondary education. "
film "Up the Down Staircase" was shown a few
eks ago. OnOctober 20, a local special education
cher will speak on "Learning Disabilities. "
The Thalians
Thalians is a chili for students who are"in any
way interested in the theatre. They are striving to
learn how a O1ristian can be actively involved in.
the theatre, also working with the relationship of
the Christian perspective to drama.
On Friday, Oct. 1, approximately twenty students
will go to Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis. There
they will be entertained by Tennesee William' s cat
on a Hot Tin Roof and Henrich lpsin' s Enemy oftlie
people. saturday evening they will return to SIOUX
center. In October they hope to see Molierre's
Tartuffe at Northwestern College. '
Bemg a talented. club, Thalians will give three
comedy plays on Oct. 13, 14. &15. Dennis DeGroot,
Evert Van Be and Les Top will direct The Anhiver-
sary, The Boer, and The Marriage proposal. all
written by OIekov. On saturday, Oct. 16, the Old
Creamery Co. will give a farce on scenes of
Chekov's plays. Those who went to one of the pre-
vious plays will receive free tickets for this per-
formance.
Biology Club ' .
Opportunity is the key word of the Dordt College
Biology Club. Headed by president Mary Brand,
the group gives Pre-Med. Pre-Vet, Medical Tech-
nicians and biology majors a chance to see the in-
stitutions where they will continue their education
after they finish their studies at Dordt. For ex-
ample; Pre-Med students and other interested
members might tour a large medical center. It
gives the student in the biological field a chance to
observe and further investigate their chosen fields:
Fellowship is also an important aspect of the or-
ganization. Mary Brand feels that it gives those
in the scientific fields "a chance to become aquaint-
edwith others in these areas." She feels that mem-
bers of this club are more close-knit than those of
others because of its smaller size. It provides
Biology majors, Pre -Med, Pre -Vet and the rest a
chance to have fun.
They plan to have one outing every month and show
movies periodically. Their first outing will be
Saturday, \ October 2. They will t r a vel to Oak
Grove and take a nature hike, go bird watching and,
in general. observe nature.
This group of approximately 20 members con-
sists of people witll a strong interest in biology or
chemistry" They meet every other Monday in the
science building. Anyone who is interested should
watch the door of the science building for details"
Hunting and shooting are two terms commonly
associated with the SJ><>rtsman'sClub. This group
of about 12 members, sponsored by Mr. Vander
Koot, meets in order to improve their skills at
handling firearms, learn the safe handling of guns
and have fun.
Though the club has fun target shooting or hunting.
the main emphasis this year will be on conserva-
tion. This will be carried out throngh such con-
servation programs as Pheasants Unlimited, a
group which raises pheasants before setting them
free.
The club is a young but determined one. After a'
not too enthusiastic begtnning last year, the organ-
ization Is ready to try again with new People and
direction. Present members encourage anyone to
join.
The activity schedule for the year is not quite set,
but such events as bird counts, working with wild-
life and handling arms for those who-would like to,
are planned.
Opera Guild
The opera guild needs actors, musicians , stage
people, and behind -the -scenes workers. Sponsored
by Dr. Gary Warmink, the club with an average of
80 members rdes to fu1fi1l the goal of "promoting
and producing opera and related dramatic works. "
The Guild fu1fi1ls this function by: 1) studying opera
and related dramatic works; 2) attending operas and;
3) promoting and producing an opera or dramatic
work. Membership in the guild is open to every-
one, and meetings are held once a month.
The Guild has already visited Mirmeapolis to see
"West Side Story" and "The Pirates of Pensance. " .
john Fluck, a forme. member of the Guild, who is
presently singing professionally and was in the
"Pirates" cast, guided them on a pers onal tour of
the area theatres.
The outcome of current faculty-administration dis-
cussion regarding the arts, and especially the per-
formance aspects of the arts such as drama and
opera production, will determine to what extent op-
era guild will function as a performance organization.
Dr. Warmink stated that he was hesitant to announce
wheth'erorwhat the Guild wou1d perform, though he
indicated that "The King and I" and "H.M. S. Pina-
fore" have been studied, blocked, and stage -designed
in preparation for possible performance. The form-
er will be student-directed and abbreviated while the
latter will be a fu11 scale production directed by Dr.
Warnnink, complete with orchestra.
I '
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Our Brothers' Keepers
An important part of our lives as Christians is to
promote life. Our Brothers' Keepers, a group at
Dordt College, attempts to deal with this issue.
The main goal of Our Brothers' Keepers is to ed-
ucate people about abortion and euthanasia (mercy
killing) and to have' them express a view rather
than stay neutral or noncommital. They plan tc do
this through many facets: I) raise money for the
National Right to Life Organization; 2) sponsor a
pro-life week at Dordt and invite a special speaker
to discuss the issues in chapel; 3) organize an In-
formation Shelf in the library stocked with free
pamphlets and additional information; 4) organize a
debate team; 5) reach the people through "Plumb-
line" features at KDCR; 6) feature a slave-a-then
to raise money for the Pro-life organization.
The unfairness of the story about the 130 pound
mother, the 180 pound doctor and the 200 pound
father ganging up on a one pound baby reflects the
attitude of this pro-life group. The helpless need
someone to protect them from those who kill legal-
ly. Ann Prins and Wendy Stienstta, as co-coordi-
nators of this year's group, feel that this organiza-
tion should be at Dordt because "we as Christians
need to be aware of this crisis and do something
about it ...
Even though they are a small group of 30-35, the
Dordt College chapter of Our Brothers' Keeper's
joins other groups in nearby towns to fight the
U. S. Legislature for better national laws against
abortion. They feel abortion is a form of legalized
killing made possible by the laws of our land.
Our Brothers' Keepers meets the first Monday of
each month at 7:00 P,M. i11the SUBConference
Room. They encourage everyone to come to devel-
op an awareness of the situation.
"Our purpose is just to get away from it all, "
stated Outing Club president Doug Mulder. Last
year the "getting away" included camping trips and
days of ski i n g and toboganning, During Trr-
State next week, the club will pack up the camping
equipment to s pend a few days in Palisades State
Park near Sioux Falls, South Dakota. The trip will
include studying rock formations, hiking, and touring
the EROS Data Center.
Next semester -includes a camping trip during
Spring Break and more skiing and toboganning days.
The possibility also exists for a short weekend outing
Outing Club membership is open to all students fo;:
a fee of $5. 00 a year.
Physics Club
Physics Club member Don Elwell stated that the
club "provides the practical and interesting part nf
physics that you don't get into in the classroom. "
They hold regular meetings every two weeks for
planning, movies and discussions. Don assures us
that the movies and discussions are "not necessarily
real technical. Anyone with a little interest could
handle it. "
Some of the club members toured EROS Data
Center where they viewed satellite pictures of Mars,
the moan and local farms.
This year they are working on h 0 s tin g an Oc-
tober regional meeting of the Society of Physics
Students. There are three speakers . tentatively
scheduled. One speaker is from Hewlett-Packard
and will address the club on the inside workings of
the calculator. Aprofessor from Augustana College
will delve into the legal aspects of physics and the
third speaker is coming from the EROS Data Center.
The students will also present and.discuss some of
their own papers. .
Summing up the club's purpose, Don stated, "We
want to make people realize that physics isn't So
far-out as they think it is. It really can be inter-
estingJ" --
by Gorge Vlieg
Soccer team wins tournament
Last Friday night, the annu-
al soccer tournament began in
Sioux Falls, S. D. with eight
teams participating. The
event Was a single knock-oat
affair.
Dordt first met Westrnar'
College. After pumping' in
nine first half goals, Do.rdt
was unopposed in the second
half. Tac Wcstma r ream sim-
ply conceded the game to
DorJc and did not continue
play.
Continuing the rou-n.uneu-
on Saturday, the DorJc team
Was" pitted against a tough
University of Nebraska squad
in the semi-finals. In a well-
played game, Dor'dt came 0;]:
on top with a 2 -1 score. The
first goal co:ning at the ten-
minute mqrk r'e.sulted from a
scr unbl e tn iron;- of the U.No.
goal. Twenty - five minutes
later, the Omaha squad re-
plied after taking an indirect
free kick. In the second half,
Dordt scored again and hung
on to win the match, aided by
the exceptional goal-keeping
of Mark Vander Vliet.
In the tournament's .final
match, Dordt opposedMt
Marty, a team which reached
the finals via two overtime
games. Both had been decided
on penalty kicks. Mt, Marty
played a strong game defen-
sively in the first half, limit-
ing Dordt to one goal. How-
ever, Dordt rolled up a 5-0
score by the end of the game,
giving them a first place fin-
ish in the tournament, conclu-
ding a fine weekend of kicking
the ball around.
Last night Dordt took on Au-
gustana in the first of two
games the teams will play.
Dordt started out quickly and
was never challenged as far
as the scoring went. However
there were times when both
teams were sprinting back and
forth down the length of the
field.
Len De Bolster was the big
marksman for Dordt, pocketing
three goals in the first half.
Sorhy- Chrouk netted August-
ana t s lone goal midway through
the second half. He attributed
his team's poor goal output to
inexperience while in the Same
breath vowing to show imp-
rovement by the next time the
teams meet in two weeks.
Dordt's own Poseidon Adyentu
In recent years students of West Hall have been plagued by
shrinking, cracking, altogether faulty roof. Walls andceili
were damaged; closets drenched. Second-floor residents
woke inyvet beds through no fault of their own. Patch -up e
forts only served to postpone the inevitable. West Hall need
a face -lift.
The-fifteen thousand dollar project will include newinsulati
and a painstaking process that involves stripping a small ar
and restertng it the same day. Sioux Roofing, who will de
work, hopes to complete the new roof by November, weathe
permitting.
Film Club, organized last year by Lugene Van
Bosch, involves viewing and critiquing fil
Lugene said the clubwas necessary to "fill a va
,oncampus as far as films went." He felt "many
, the films being shown on campus were not artis
a II y valuable. An academic community n
better quality of films. "
The club has a preview committee which also
searches the film on its cultural background and
director. During the discussion period following
film, members look at their immediate reactio
and the director's philosophy and intent. L
said, "These discussion periods could be impro
by appointing a leader to direct the questioning.
Last year the club focused on the best films ft
different cultures and the history of the film. Th
included the French surrealtsnc film· "Un 01
Andalou" ("Andalusian Dog") from the 1920's,
Ger m a n expressionistic film "Blue Angel,"
Danish film "Ordett" ("The Word"), and the Am
lean classi!," Citizen Kane." They viewed th
older filmsl because Lugene feels "the best fil
were made twenty to thirty years ago. "
Lugene viewed last year as "a good start in
• proaching film as an art form, not merely as ent
tainment. tl
/
Forensics Club
Forensic Club states its purpose as "promoti
Christian perspectives through the literature
ideas presented in presentations, workshops, f
rivals, and contests." Clubmember Kathy Vis,
the club is "something that any student can get l
volved with. It's an opportunity to meet other kl
and encounter new ideas ...
Forensics involves speech tournaments, areader
theater group, and debate teams. In the past,
main areas of interest at tournaments have been
interpretation and original oratory. This year,
.hope to concentrate more on debate. Readet
theater plans to continue presenting chapels in 10
high schools and possibly one at Dordt.
Presently, the group is working on entries for
tournament in Mankato, Minnesota, for Novem
5 and 6. Kathy stated that these tournaments "pr
vide an opportunity for Christians to contact
world." She feels they can do this not only in w
they present but also in how they present it.
Forensic Club is available for anyone interes
in a reader's theater group or intercollegiate co
petition.
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Remains of a hot, dry summer... photos by Arie Bomhof"
Lee Hanenburg has three complete Water systems. They produce about 1,500 gallons a week
He gets another 4,500 gallons in by truck and pickup. He's had someone come in to witch for a
new well, but "that doesn't always guarantee water. Sometimes you think you've hit water and
the stick is only indicating a change of soil. I sure hope we get some good rains this fall, " he
commented, "but I know the Lord always provides. We've had it pretty good for a long time."
Farmers did a lot of running to get a load of ~ilage this year. And a load
didn'tincludemanyearsofcorn, the main-sour-ce of protein. Butchoppf ng'
lias the only way to salvage most of it. Halfway through the summer, the
oastures started to give out, and many had to bring extra feed out to the
cattle ... if they had the feed.
It .al.l began in the spring when no one was bothered
by rains. It was easier putting in crops that way. But
everyone knew the rain had to come soon to give
'everything a good start. The snow hadn't given the
topsoil much to speak of.
Junecame. No rain. Noone knew what kind of mod-
ern planting method wouldwork best. Some said farm-
ing was becoming more like a gamble.
A few small showers eased the oncoming heat, but.
some of the corn refused to sprout because it had no
water. The alfalfa was slow, the oats and the beans
were still coming, but. . .
]ulycame, and then August. Farmers were trudging
through their fields, watching- the plants go down in-
stead of up. Now the creek bed by Edgerton, Min-
nesota is completely dry. The old-timers say they
haven't seen it that dry for years .. , alot of them
compare it to the 30's.
Everyone' knew that places in South Dakota and
further north were a bit worse, but yet it hurt. Many
of the other counties all around were looking much
better.
There was only one good hay crop. Usually there
were three. Thebalers stood still. The weeds didn't
come up as abundantly, and you knew it was really
dry. So there wasn't as much cultivating. The oats
crop was small, but at least there was Some oats.
It was a slow> hot, dusty summer, andeveryone
finally. realized that it was over. The lawn mowers
were put away for storage. "It could have been worse,"
everyone said, "yes,it could have been much worse:'
And everyone had time to sitback, to reflect, to think
awhile. Man felt pretty small, and his efforts seemed
fruitless.
It was a good summer.
bove: Shelling what's left of last year's corn. Allen TInklenburg, the man who owns
is sheller, doesn't know what he's going to do next year. "The business is sl owing down
ready. There's just not that much corn left anywhere, "he said.
ight: Jerrv Brink, John Deere dealer in Edgerton, says "the drought is just . starting to
t every single business on the street. " He estimates a 20%drop in his business now.but
~expects it to drop more during the winter. "No one complains, though, "he says;' people
ere put their trust in the right place. "
Above: Virg Van Essen has heen farming with his father for one year.
A field like this one will yield 0-20 bushels per acre in most places.
"1honestly believe Godis trying to tell us not to set our sights on things
that drought can destroy. There is a purpose for this summer. "
Below:Pete and Elmer Walhof point to the Rock River in their pasture
which usually rises until it is waist high in the cow yard. Behindthe
cows is a dike they built a few years ago. Nowyou can't even see the
water from the yard. .
"'!ii
.'
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Above: Most hay fields around Edgerton produced less than a third of the average. One
can easily spot where a snow bank had been by the height of the hay. Every bit of
moisture counted this summer.
Left: Rod Spronk JUS! started [arming this year e'The cattle prices are enough, at the
very most, to help him break even. But he'll probably have to buy corn too this year,
pr obnhlv at $3 a bushel. "1 really don't know how I'm going to make it," he said, "es-
pecially if it's dry next vear , " He worked in the office of a factory for several years.
"I really had it good there, hut we wanted to get out on the farm, so I bought this place.
You know, a lot of people kept telling me farming Was a gamble, but I know farmingis
a matter of faith. "
'Ford Lou'is Battles
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John Calvin and the 20th century Christian
Professor Battles seemed to enjoy talking about John Calvin.
He has been teaching courses related to the man for about 20
years now, So I guess that interest is understandable. After
hearing some of the discussion he raised about John Calvin in
his owntime and place, we decided to ask a few questions about
JohnCal vin in relation to the people who have continued to serve
the God whom he served. ."",..,....
DIAl'vl0ND: What importance do you see in studying Calvin?
EATTLES: My own personal task is to revive accurate and
access able translations to our generation. I wan t Calvin's
works to he available to' as wide a number of people as is pos-
sible. My intention is that if Calvin is properly understood in
his own time, many rnis conceptions presented in the press and
other places will be clarified. There are many things said about
Calvtn and Protestant ethics that are so much hogwash, Many
students come to me with a feeling against Calvin, and in about
two weeks, they begin to see that the attitudes they hold are ah-
solutelyfalse. Whentheyreadhim., they begin to see that he is
one of the greatest Christians of all time. And even though they
may not nccessarily agree with him, and I don't ask them to,
their coming in contact with such a great spirit really brings
them to a new understanding of their own faith. I've been col-
lcctingstudentpapers since 1954, so I have, in a sense, a pic-
ture of how they approach him over the years. There was a
period of great hostility during the late sixties, but still students
came even though they were fighting against Calvin.
And as Reformed Christians, we come from what he worked
for, so we should study Calvin to try to see him as he was and
as he is relevant to our day. He is relevant. He 'deals with the
fundamentals of life, but he has to be put in an idiom that can,
be understood. We must not copy him, but we must look at our
ownproblems in the light of the way he handled things in his day.
He gave great insights as to how Christ should be followed.
by Vern Van I-1of"..egen
"His main concern was "not to found a church, but to
restore a church."
DIAMOND: Do people who are in the Reformed tradition truly
understand Calvin '{
BATTLES: The people who realize the most of what Calvin is
all about and the importance of him arc the Roman Catholics ..
They come to Calvin and they see him as a Catholic Christian,
a man broader than any "ism." Some of the hest people I've
had for understanding Calvin are the priests and nuns whu
come to study with me. They haven't been inoculated against
hrm in their early upbringing like we have. Sometimes, v!e - photo by DOI"OLIIY Laugbroek
want to throw him off as part of the narrowness of our early up--
••i
bringing. So, in a way, if you're too closely tied to Calvin.
sometimes it becomes a hazard in understanding hun. We
have to get out of cur Reformed background, in a sense, in
order to see Calvin as he really was.
The Reformed tradition has spawned all kinds of things. In
some cases , it has produced a narrow conventicle. In other
cases it has produced apostasy. Some of the basic folk reli-
gions in this country have come out of Calvin soil; Mary Baker
Eddy, William Miller and the Adventist movement and a num - l
be r of other groups can be traced back to Calvin. In many
cases, these were groups which reacted to certain parts of
Calvin, such as the idea of trinity, but noncthclcss . they go
back to Calvin.
But it has also spawned the narrow groups who think THEY
arc the continuators of the tradition. Calvin himself insisted
in being buried in an unmarked grave. Unlike Luther, he did
not want to have a church called Calvinism, We like to call
ourselves Calvinists, but what he tried to pass on was a meth-
od of handling Scriptures rather than a body of dogma. He
just wanted to bring the pure Word of God, His main concern
was not to found a church, but to restore a church. Calvin was
telling us that the church must be in continuous reforrnartrrt.
Wemust not go back and take ourmodel necessarily from him,
He, in fact, said that the church would take many forms ac-
cording to the time and place in which it was situated.
DIAMOND: How is the church responding to the world it lives
in today?
BATTLES: You see a large number of our people falling into
humanism and losing their faith utterly. You see another
large number back timidly into a "fortress" mentality where
they feel the only way they can retain themselves is to look
inward upon themselves, The church needs a shot in the arm
and it can come in part from a renewed study of the sources.
Thatis one thing study can do. It can bring new insights if it
is done in the proper way. It can't be done from a narrow,
scholastic basts.
We have to look at our whole life in this country and see
what Christ says to us. Look at Watergate. There youfi~a'ly
see all the immorality of the country being shown on a nation-
wide scale, And I believe God is telLng lJS we have to reform!
This is something that has to be done, in a large part, by lay-
men. Calvin gave a large part of the duties to the lay people.
He had a vision which I believe we have to go back to. It was
essentially the vision of Paul.
"We must not copy him, but we must look at our problems
in the light of the way he handled things in his day."
Reformational Dugout to shut doors
The Dugout's first store, run
by student volunteers, was lo-
cated in a small closet by the
old gym. From there, they
w 0u 1d sell their books after
chapel. The store continued
growing, and they had to move
off campus. Theymoved sev-
eral places until they settled
in the basement of First Fed-
The Reformational Dugout is
closing out after ten years of
service to Dordt students.
The Dugout began when
Dordt's bookstore was run by
the Nebraska Book Company.
At tha t ti m e the bookstore
car r i e d a limited supply of
books which wasn't adequate
for the needs of the students.
by jane Tufning a
eral Saviags.
Wayne Kobes. rriemberofthe
Dugout board, said they set up
the Dugout "to make good·He-.
formed books available to· the
comm unity ... They also want-
ed these books to be available
at a reasonable price. They
handle lectures, pamphlets
and books. ;rt'ey sell books
by C. S. Lewis, Abraham
Kuiper and John Calvin. to
me ntion a few. They also
carry children's books. They
receive their books from such
companies as the Wedge Pub-
lishing Co. and the Word Pub-
lishing co., both lac ate d in
Toronto, Ontario.
Cec Van Niejenhuis, a stu-
dent m em be r on the board,
felt the Du g 0 u t "served its
purpose!" The DJgout is ha Y-
ing a closing out sale on Oct-
ober 1,2,4, and 5 when they
h'o p e to sell most of their
hooks. The book store plans
to buy what remains of their
stock.
Women's yolleyball stresses
teamwork
To say that-women's volley-
ball is merely underway again
is afallaey. They have already
at this early stage played some
marvelous volleybalL. With
seven new players, "Miss
Huisman believes this to be the
m 0 s t potent team she has
W 0 r ked with throughout her
three years at Dordt. Undoubt-
ed!y this seems to be a common
story butin view of the team's
early performances they do
appear to be very strong.
Recently in Des Moines, the
volleyball team participated in
a tournament designed to unify
each team. It was a profitable
experience for the Dordt team
to go there because it enabled
each one to grow together in
attempting tr: fulfill the objec-
ttve of the team which is to play
together' as Chr-istiuns . A
hy Pete Buisman
primary emphasis then, is on
the teamwork.
The team has already played
four conference games,
resulting in 2wins and 2 losses
The JWolosses to Westmar anc
Mt. Marty were 'mainly due to
D 0 r d t mistakes, resulting
from a lack of psychological
preparation. TIley did, how-
ever, play excellent volleyball
with a few strategic changes
that allowed for more offensive
power. Mis s Hui sman has
switched to a 5-1 multiple of-
fence. The experience, skill
and confidence of her players
allows for this change and
hopeful! y will lead to even
better volleyball. Although
still strcs sing fundarucntals ,
the potential. is there to work
on new improved offensive
strategy .
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Hope Haven: treading on unholy ground ?'
What do you do if you're on the board of directors
)f a private ins t i t u ti 0 n for the handicapped, and
zou're faced with the loss of between $300, 000, 00
md $400, 000, 00 per year in state funds? That, in
l nutshell, is the situation that the board of the
iociety of the Hope Haven School for Handicapped
:J1ildren is facing at the present time, The purpose
If this article is to present that problem, how the
JDardhas dealt with that problem and why I think the
ioard has acted unwisely in seeking the particular
solurion. This article is anything but unbiased, To
rttempt that, Ibelieve, would be qutte foolish as well
rs impossible. I am opposed to the stand the board
IaS taken. Iwill, however, try to present that stand
iccura tely,
What, then, prompted the loss of public funds?
~ecent state legislation. referred to as Senate File
101. stipulates that local school districts are now
:esponsible for the education of handicapped people
n their districts who are between the ages pf a and
!3. The responsibility for educating the handicapped
tad formerly been assumed by the State Department
)f Social Services, In view of this recent legislation.
he Department of Social Services (DSS) now refuses
:0pay the bill for costs relating-directly to education
)fhandicappedpeople. Theywfll, however. continue
:0 supply funds for such things as foster care. This
noney--somewhere in the area of $350,000. 00 an-
lUally--is the money that Hope Haven will lose.
But why. then. can't they get the Same money from
he De p a r tm en t of Public Instruction? The local
ichool districts, under the Department' of Public
nstruction (OPl). have four options for fulfilling
heir educational responsibility: They can act by
hemselves, they can act with several other school
Iistricts. they can act in their respective educational
igencles, or they can contract with an approved public
IT private agency. Hope Haven is aprtvate agency,
Hope Haven does work with handicapped people.
fope Haven is not, however. approved to receive
lublic,money fi'OiUiheDepartment of Public Instruc-
ion.
The obvious question now is why was Hope Haven
iligib1e for educational money from the Department
If Social Services (OSS)and not eligible for money
rom the OPl. The DSS is concerned only with Indi-
vidual people. Its concern Was not primarily with in negotiating such an approval were that the DPI
education, but with each person's education. The required updating of our arttcles of incorporation
QPI, while attaching money to individual students, because fz-ankly, they were very concerned about
is more concerned that public money goes to insti- the religious aspect of the articles. I think,. as I
tutionswher e people can attend and not be discrim - see it, they were very concerned about the idea
tnajed against regardless of race, color, sex, nat- that they [the articles]. sought to promote denomi-
ional origin, or religion. I think It valuable to point nationalism of a particular religion, ' , As they
out that the Department of Public Instruction is the read thern ,; I think they saw that it looked like the
same department which our Christian schools deal articles were catechising,
with on such Items as hot lunch programs and aid for Do the Articles of Incorporation sound like Hope
bus costs. Haven'spurposeis to catechise the students? Let's
But if the OPl is the same department in charge of look at the offending passages. and how they have
publi c day schools. doesn't that mean that Hope been changed to please the DP\. First of all. the
Havenwill lose its distinctively Cllristian character? purpose statement has been changed, I think this
Here things begin to get complicated. The majority is a very important item, because a purpose state-
of the board and the executive director say. "No. it ment should not be changed for anything but a major
won't." Those opposed say, "Yes, it will." Rev. change of policy.
----------------- The old statement, which is still in effect, reads:
"A purpose of this society shall be to provide not
for profit Olristian special education for children,
who by reason of mental or physical handicap. are
unable to benefit from regular instruction given in
schools for normal children. This education shall
be based on the Word of God as interpreted by the
Belgic Confession. the Heidelberg catechism. and
the canons of Dordt and provided regardless Of race.
color or creed. The purposes of this society and
all of its activities are exclusively religious and
charitable.
"In the same spirtt or O1ristian commitment and
service, a further purpose of this society shall be
to provide not for profit personnel services and fa-
dUties for the habilitation and rehabilitation of
handicapped persons regardless of race. color or
creed to render them fit to engage in gainful occu-
"When we really learned what
the .ituation was , we felt we
were up again.t a brick wall •••"
Rev. 1. Kroon
John Kroon. president of the board. descrfbed the
situation this way: "In the light of the above regu-
lation (Senate File 801) and changes that are implied
in that regulation, the board was confronted wi th a,
verY'difficult dilemma. It had to face a very-diffi-
cult choice. When we really learned what the situ-
ation was, we felt we were up against a brick Wall,
and had to turn one way or another, .and neither way
Was a very pleasant choice. We could, on the one
hand, choose to send the children away who were no
longer eligible for public funds ... That would mean
of course that we would have no influence on them at
all anymore, ., Or we could seek approval from the
OPI for eligibility for public funding to school dis-
trkts... We had either choice. "
They chose to seek public funding through negotia-
tions with the DPI: Hewent on to say, "Items involved
r., L "~ ',
, ,
, ' , , " -"~oJoI._ ,J
They believe we can have our
Chri.tian perspective and eat
public money, too.' ,
patton, "
The purpose. statement in the proposed Articles
reads: "The purpose of this corporation shall be
to provide from a Orristian perspective services
and 'programming for handicapped people.." I think
it's easy to see why the state would balk at the or-
iginal purpose statement. Why. though. don't they
object to the idea of education from a O1ristian per-
spective?
Let me explain. The reason we have established
our Orristian schools is because we believe that
Cllrist is the in-all and above all. We think that
O1ristianity is something that involves an entirely
distinctive view of all of life, a view not forwarded
in public schools. We believe that public schools
promote a"dichotomous view of life. one in which a
division is placed between what is religious and
what is neutral. The area of academics, then, be-
comes neutral while the area of devotions and church
going is "religious". f In fact. we feel so strongly
that public schools present a view of life that all but
destroys the life-giving impact of the scriptures
that we have sacrificed time and money to establish
our own schools. This distinctive way we have of
looking at all of life as under Olrist's Kingship we
call "Christian perspective". It is this perspective
that makes our schools different. unsuitahle for pub-
lic use. That same definition of Chr istian perspec-
tive would, I am convinced, make Hope Haven in-
eligible for public money. ,
But a majority of the members of the board and
the executive director would not agree with me.
They believe thatwe can have our O1ristian perspec-
tive and eat public money. too. They feel the two
are not travelling different patbs, After all, there
are a number of safeguards that the board has taken
to insure that Hope Haven-remains free from state
control. They are:
1. The society members represented reserve the
right to select its ownboard of directors. This
is in the proposed Articles of Incorporation.
2. The boardreservest~eright. and I think it im-
portant to use a direct quore here, "to hire its
( Continued on page 11)
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life. "
This is a beautifully worded statement, and is very
much a part of what Christian perspective involves:
, I ha ve no objections to anything in this definition of
Christian perspective. It's hard to argue with.
There is a considerable difference, though, between
this definition and the one we considered earlier.
The difference is very similar to the difference be-
tween saying "Christian special education" as they
said in the original purpose statement and "education
from a Christian perspective" as was stated in the
revised ve r s ion of their purpose statement. The
former is a strong}yworded statement while the lat-
ter is a statement that lea yes a considerable amount
of room fa:':" fence""""alking.
Per hap.s a more interesting definition of "01rist-
ian perspective" is the one provided by Rev. Voogd
"Maybe you have some particular questions about
Clrristian perspective, but to me it's the kind of
grace that he makes available to you and 1. Youann
I have been recipients of his mercy, likewise we
are to be carriers of this mercy, and to pr-ovide
that mercy and grace. "
Again, a nice definition, but it really doesn't get
at the guts of the issue. The state would have no
objection to "01ristian perspective"definedfhis
way. because it fits right into their dichotomy.
Theydon'tmindifwe Christians look at handicapped
as real people. with talents that have to be devel-
oped. They don't mind if we feel that we should
spread the Gospel to the people we are serving, as
long as we keep that Gospel out of the classroom.
Iwould like to add here that my experiences at Hope
Haven have been very positive in the sense that ev-
eryone there I have come in contact with does have
a very healthy, Christian view of who the hand..
capped are. Hope Haven is very different from
most state institutions. I do consider Hope Haven
a Christian institution.
Also, Iam very appreciative of some of the moves
the Iowa legislature has been making. I think that
the Iowa TUition Grant Program is a very good pro-
counselling. This angers the parents, who take the
iss ue to court on the grounds that using the Bible in
counselling as a religious practise that should not
be allowed in an institution supported by public
funds. What do you suppose the outcome would be?
Or, say two teachers apply for the same posi.tion
at Hope Haven , and one is a Christian and one is not.
tober 1, 1976
w. hav •••• to make sur. that our
in jeopardy in the futur ••
approval won't put our schools
The board, wantingto-keep Hope Haven a Christian
institution, hires the Christian because of his reli-
gion. The other teacher decides to sue, because he
was discriminated against for his religion. The
board has reserved the right to hire its own staff,
but there is nothing written downthat says they have
the right to hire Christian teachers exdusively.
Whatdo you suppose the state's decision would be?
One thing Rev. Kroon didn't point out at the meet-
ing in Rock Valley, and has since come to realize,
is that the board had a third option. He had o:,ly
mentioned the possibilities of sending part of the
students home or accepting public funds. ." he fol-
lowingis an excerpt from a letter written by R~bert
Benton, State Superintendant of Public Instruction:
"As a private provider establishing a rr~latianship
with the Department of Public Instruction, thete are
two courses of action that could be pursued in order
to receive Department recognition of your pro-
gram. . . They could have requested a statement
of compliance with state statutes and rules .. ' .J
Such a statement would indicate that state mandated
requirements for instructional services to handicap-
ped children were being adhered to ... Under this
alternative there would have been no issue relating
to religious instruction nor biblical consultation to
which you have alluded ...
What that letter means is that supporters of Hope
Haven could supply the loss in funds themselves, and
then the state would have no reason to worry about
the "religious" aspect of their educational program.
This is the arrangement that our regular Christian
s c h 0 0 l s have, and it seems ridiculous that this
alternative was not even alluded to at the Infor ma-'
ational meeting at HopeHaven. Admittedly, both Rev.
Kroon and Rev. Voogd are now very aware of this
option. But if you'll read rbe text from the meeting
in Rock Valley, you'll find that the board could only
see two options. They apparently only considered
sending half the students home or applying for state
aid.
The beautiful thing about this situation is that noth-'
inghadheendecidedfor sure yet, The approval for
public funds rests on approval of the Articles of '
Incorporation t. and approval for the Articles rests
on the shoulders of the Hope Haven Society (those
who support the present purpose statement and con-
tribute a reasonable amount to HopeHaven annually),
The vote for approval, which will occur October
19, 1976, must pass hy a two-thirds majority, If
the Society s~"·.lldreject the newArticles 1 they must
he prepared to find a way to come up with $350,000
per year. in addition to the $300,000 that come in
noWby way of private donations.
May the Lord's Will he done.
HOpe Haven, continued from page 10!
own staff, pledging itself to hire, as much as
reasonably possible, personnel who meet the
qualifications and standards necessary for the
position for which they are hired. "
3, The board reserves the right to teach and to
perform all services to the handicapped from' a
Christian perspective. Also, the approval is
on a one-year basis, and the board can back out
at that time if things get too sticky.
Of course, Hope Haven must give up a few things
to gain state approval. In addition to that change in
the purpose statement, another clause was added:
"Noperson shall be denied services because of race.
color, religion, sex, or national origin." This
phrase certainly sounds noble, but in light of how we
look at Cllristian perspective, and in light of how
the state looks at "rettgton, " thinka minute of all
theposslble ramifications made possible by the ad-
dition of that little word, "religion."
Also, Hope Haven must make Bible courses vol-
untary in two sections of its program: The Child
Development program and the School Program. This
is, of course, made necessary by public funding.
It could be no other way. If you have people in the
school who are paid for by public funds you cannot
force them to take courses that stress a particular
religion.
1have no complaint against this restriction per se ,
but look at it in the light of our previous discusswn
about (1lristian perspective. If perspective is a
total thing, can you say that Bible courses are re-
ligious and academic courses aren't? Also, again
keeping that question in mind,' Hope Haven would
not be allowed to collect public money for those Bible
courses. The support would be oruy tor the "acad-
emic" part of the program. Rev. Kroon described
it this way: "They aJ.so said that they could not pay
for Bible study or devotions with tax money and so
they asked that this should be separated from the
rest of the day, and then they would pay for the rest
of the day, And also they required that we make this
particular activity, this Bible study and devotional
period, optional to the parents ...
H~p. Hav.n is very diff.r.nt
from most stat. institutions.
I do consid.r Hope Haven a
Christian Institution.
I
The state would have no objec-
tion to "Christian persp.ctiv."
d.fin.d this way b.caus. it fits
right into th.ir dichotomy.
gram in that it allowS funding for students attending
private colleges. I think that lunch programs ana
aid for bus expenses are also very good programs.
But we have to be very much aware of what we are do-
ingwhen we approve any program that comes from
the government, to make sure that our approval
won't put our schools into jeopardy in the future.
Does a school lunch program paid for by public
money put our definition of Christian perspective in,
jeopardy? No, in fact that program is ve~y much in
line with what we believe: If all of life is religious
for everyone, shouldn't money be provided for ev-
eryone, regardless of whether that religion i s
Christianity- or hums .•aism ? I think ;';0. T1C:: a m ':::,
thing api:1lies_toaid for bus expcasc.: By ,J.c~erting
these types of aid, we are not putting our Christian
schools in jeopardy.
Under the new regulations, according to Re v.
Voogd, Hope Haven would be allowed tb teach, for
example, the view of creation that is given in Gene-
sis in addition to Darwin's evolutionary approach
"If you get into the area of biology where the only
thing close here at Hope Haven would be the course
on science. Yes, we're expected to acknowledge
the basic textbooks that have been approved for
Hope Haven to be used here. We're responsible at
this particular point to give the total picture. Say
evolution is turned on. .. As Christians, we're
able to really provide answers that the theory of ev-
olution doesn't provide. We don't have the
right. .. to condemn Darwinism up and down or
throw it out the window." Note that public schools
are not required to present Creationism as a viable
view before they present Darwin's theory.
Now for a few examples of places that could cre-
ate friction. What would happen, for instance, if a
child whose parents were atheists would be enrolled
at Hope Haven. Peradventure the young lad misbe-
haves, and .is sent f:Jr counselling to a competent
Christian counselor on Hope Havcn's staff. The
counselor, in the process of counselling, drops the
term "sin" and attempts to use the Bible in his
The board's choice was. that we will separate Bible
..study and devotions in a separate block of time in
addition to the regular 51/2 hours of academic
work."
Now we are going to consider "Christian perspec-
tive" as the board of Hope Haven sees it. Since the
right to teach from. a O1ristian perspective was one
of the safeguards taken by the board, they of course
had to define what it is. Their statement goes like
thia:
"All education and services be shared in a Christ-
ian per specti ve
I. The handicapped are a vital part of God's cre-
ation I created in the Image of God.
2. The han d i cap p e d.await the development of
latent abilities, whereby a new image of re-
sponsibility emerges before God and man.
3. The handicapped are entitled to receive the gos -
pel of Christ. and that the gospel touches all ot
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* * * * * * * * * * *
ACMAworkshop for creative
writing and journalism is
scheduled for November 12 and
13 at Mt. Marty College in
Yankton, South Dakota. Stu-
dents must have all material
in to a faculty member of the'
English department by Nov-
ember 1.
The two main entry areas are
creative writing and journal-
ism. Under creative writing
students may submit free verse
poetry, fixed form poetry ,
short story fiction, and drama
and movie scripts. Journalism
covers newswriting, feature
articles, editorials, and pho-
* * * * * * * * * *
Dordt students will be polled
next Monday or Tuesday on a
newplan for medical services.
through the plan, the ser-
vice Of a doctor will be avail-
able every morning at a cam-
pus office from 8 :30 to 9:30.
The free services will also be
provided at the downtownoffice
or emergency rooms of the
hospital any other time of the
- day.
Each student participating
would be charged $12 for the
academic year. Costs such as
X-rays, hospital room rent
and medicine are not included
in the initial cost.
Fifty percent of the student
body will have to participate
in the plan in order for the
service to become available.
* • * * * * * * * * *
Mr. Howard A. Port~r,
Assistant Dean at the Univer-
sity ofIowa College ofLaw will
be on Dordt's Campus Tues-
day, October 5th. The pur-
pose of this campus visit will
be to interview students inter-
ested in the college of law.
Mr. Potter suggests that he
will be talking to students at
any level about a law career.
Students interested in meeting
with Mr. Porter may do so be-
tween 9:00 and 11:30 am in
the S. U.B. Conference Room.
* * * * * * *' * * * *
J0 ann e Soper, Republican
candidate for Congress in the
Sixth District, will speak in
the Dordt College Student
Union Building lounge at 3
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 5.
Mrs. Soper is scheduled t9
speak {or 15-20 minutes, and
will field questions until 4p.m.
Although the event is designed
primarily for students, the
public is invited.
The Sioux City resident is
contesting incumbent Demo-:
crat Berkley Bedell's seat.
* * * * * * * * * * *
Rachel De Groot presents her
vocal recital, "SingWithGrace
in Your Heart, It on October 19
at 8:00 p.m. in . Te P'a s k e
Theatre.
Rachel's selections include
''Non Mi Dir" from "Don
Giovanni" by Mozart, ''Be Not
Tender, Adoring" by Handel,
Saints Sllens' "The Bell" and
"Four Recipes" by Bernstein.
• The past three years at Do.rdt
Rachel has p c r f o r rn e d in
Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess, "
''Barber of Seville" and the lead
role in "WestSide Story. " .She
has alsc sung in Concert Choir
and the "Asaph" group. While
at Dordt, Rachel has studied
voice under Gary Warmink.
"Wllat would Namath do now?"
neVlsbriefs--------e<»-
Last Thursday, a group of tography.
ten students 'g'ath~red to dis- Each entry will be critiqued
cuss starting a coffee house in by a panel of three instructOrs
Sioux Center. After working from various CMAcolleges.
on this idea, Tom Van Engen English professor Vanden
saw a definite need for such Bosch views this as an oppor-
a group in Sioux Center and tunity for students to receive
wanted to share his concerns an outside evaluation of their
with other students. writing.
They see their purpose as The workshops involve a dis-
"a place for a relaxed and in- ,cussionofeach of the entries.'
for m a I discussion and pre- Students will have the oppox-
sentatlon of the gospel of tunityto read these entries be-
Jesus Chr-i st in its application fore the workshops.
to everyday problem sand
concerns of young people. "
They do not feel they are
trying to s u b s t i t u t e tor rhe
work of the local churches,
but they see their function as
a definite compliment and a
working with the evangelism
of the churches.
calendar
/
Today -3:00 pm,
Oct. 1,2,4,5
Sat. Oct. 2
-2-4 pm,
-10:00 am,
-10:00 am,
-3:30 pm,
-6:30,9 pm,
Mon. Oct. 4 -7:00 pm,
-9:00 pm,
Mon, -Tues .. Oct. 4-5
SUBCcnf, Rm. Workshop Ied by Carl
VanderMeulen for those interested in
photography.
Refonnational Dugout Closeout sale
Dordt Invitational Cross-country meet
Soccer vs, Northwestern, away
Biology dub outing to Oak Grove, meet
at Science Bldg.
Cl60, film nSwnmer Wbhe., Winter
Dreams"
·SUBCon!. Rrn, Our Brother's Keepers
meeting
M205 Opera Guild Meeting
Student poll on medical services
Tues. Oct. 5 -9-ll:0~am , SUBCoat, Rm; Mr. H. A. Porter to be
available to talk with students interested
in law career
SUB Joanne Scapee, political Candidate
to speak
Women'~ Volleyball vs, Sioux Empire,
away
west Commons, Club Fair
Cl58, Forensics Club Meeting
Soccer vs, Mt; Marty, away
West Comm.QJlS,Student Forum M~~ting
Tri-State Teacher's Institute (no classes)
Outing Club leaves for trip to Palisades St.
Park, S. D.
Soccer vs.. Central College, away
scccervvs, Drake, away
Gym. Travelo~e "Adventures Across
Europe"
SOccer vs, Omaha Independants , away
Canadian Thanksgiving Day
SUBlounge, Political Speaker
Women's Volleyball vs. Briar Cliff, away
S212, Physics Club Meeting
West CQrnmoDS,StU:dentForum meeting
WOmen's Volleyball \'S. Westmar, home
TePaske Theatre, Thaliaru present Chekov
plays - The AnniversaIT, The Boer and
The Marriage Proposal
Cross-country vs. Westmar
Soccer Vs. Augustana, horne
Gym, Women's Valleyhall Vs. Simor
'"'£rnpire anq Mt. Marty, home
S109. Biology Club meeting
SUB. Political Speaker
Rachel De Groot. vocal recital
West Commons, Student Forum meeting
C217I Phi Kappa S~gnla meeting
Women's Volleybal vs. Briar Cliff, away
Gym. Fall Music Festival
Sioux Falls, Tr:i.-State Conference Cross-
country meet
SUBlounge, Bridge discussio::l, Rev. L
Tamminga sp~ak~r "Voting-A Christian
Responsibility"
-3:00 pm"
-6:30 pm,
Wed. Oct. 6
-7:30 pm ,
-9: 30 pm,
-4:39 pm,
-6:30 pm,
Thurs. -Fri. Oct. 7-8
Thurs. Oct. 7 -am,
.Fri .. Oct. ~
-pm,
-pm ,
-8:00 pm,
Sat. Oct. 9
Mon. Oct. 11
·Tu~s. Oct. 12
,
-pm,
Wed. Oct. 13
-3:00 pm.
-6:30 pm,
-6:15 pm,
-6:30 pm)
-6:30 pm,
-8:00 pm.
Thurs. Oct. 14
Thul'$..-Sat. Oct. 14-16
Sat. Oct. 16 -11:00 am,
-7:30 pm,
-0:30 pm,Mon. Oct. ]8
Tues. Oct. ]9
-7:00 pm,
-3:00 pm,
-8:00 pm,
-6:30 pm,
-7:00 pm,
-6:30 pm,
-8:00 pm,
• -1l:00 am,
Wed. Oct. 20
Thurs. Oct. 21
Fri. Oct. 22
Sat. Oct. 23
-1:00 pm,
, ••• 1
Time has attributed. to
director G11b e r t Gates
ability to "transform ordin
situations into sequences
carry a sharp sting of reco
nition." "Summer Wish
Winter Dreams". showingS
urday evening in C160, d
exact! y this.
The film follows Rita Wal
(Joanne Woodward) through
experiences of a mid -Iife crt
sis. Time views her "s
wishes of summer as a dest
to feel and express more'
tensely, love at its seve
varieties and the bad drea
of winter are products of life
.....th 0 ugh tl e s s intrusions
her. "
Rita's searching leaves h
alienated from her husban
daughter and homosexual s
until her mother's death.
ter this incident, she bre
through to experience
feelings.
Here, Newsweek criticiz
director Gates' "ponderous
pedestrian humorless style.
It leaves a feeling of a "soa
opera with Rita buried in
pathos of big. sad bubbles."
However, Time regards i
conciusion "satisfying but n
resounding, it;:; people havi
lived a little more and learn
a little more. "
